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ABSTRACT

Purpose is to determine factors of effect of mechanical parameters and geometry of packs, constructed using the undercut rocks in the process of selective coal mining, on the state of geomechanical system within a mine working-stope junction during a computational experiment.

Methods. The computational experiments involved finite-element method to simulate three-dimensional analytical area of the geomechanical system. Rock mass was represented by twelve rock layers and a coal seam. In the process of the computations, neighboring rock layers displace freely relative to each other. Stresses and deformations have been calculated within a full-size 300×160×50 m block involving undisturbed rock mass, a stope and two development workings. Mechanical characteristics of packs were simulated using additional analytical calculations.

Findings. The calculations of a geomechanical system of a mine working-stope junction have helped determine typical areas of the disturbed rock mass identifying a propagation mechanism of the stope roof fall taking into consideration the effect of backfilling parameters. Analysis of stress-strain state (SSS) of the geomechanical system within the stope roof, using the selected cross-sections, made it possible to define conditions of interaction of the rock layers resulting in the roof lowering on the packs.

Originality. The identified regularities of interaction between a stope roof and backfilling components determine optimum conditions to control a stope roof during selective coal mining. It has been substantiated scientifically that consideration of longitudinal horizontal stresses to identify optimum backfilling parameters makes it possible to define unambiguously both a type, and geometry of protection schemes for the mined-out area of a stope in terms of different strength parameters and geometrical parameters of the disturbed rock mass.

Practical implications. The results have helped determine a mechanism of a stope advance velocity as well as a type and geometry of the packs being constructed. The abovementioned makes it possible to minimize expenditures for internal logistics; to cheapen prime cost of mining; and to improve safety of stope miners.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Statement of the problem

Selective coal mining makes it possible to solve a number of problems arising during stoping within coal seams which thickness is less than a meter (Glamheden & Hökmark, 2010; Fomychov, 2012; Kovalev'ska, Synamovych, & Fomychov, 2013). However, the key initial problem of the method is significant amount of rock, being undercut, which was planned to hoist to the surface originally (Dayang, 2013; Wang & Tu, 2015; Hu, Li, Hu, Zhou, & Yue, 2018; Li et al., 2018). Nevertheless, the development of the mined-out area backfilling with the use of the undercut rock has helped solve the problem. Boundaries of the method as well as its efficiency concerning the protection of mine workings determines amount of rock, being available for backfilling. Strictly speaking, ratio between empty space of the mined-out area, and amount of rock, being undercut, is meant (Miao, Zhang, & Feng, 2008; Zhang et al., 2011; Zhou, Jiang, & Zhang, 2013; Zhang, Jiang, Deng, & Ju, 2014).

The ratio defines a capability to select one of the backfilling alternatives – either complete backfilling or packing. Complete backfilling is possible if only height of rocks, being undercut, is significant. The restriction is senseless for packs since their formation provides means for selecting distances between them (Bondarenko, Kharin, Antoshchenko, & Gasyuk, 2013; Sotskov &
Mining method is up-dip pillar technique. Roof is controlled by the complete caving; Longwall length is 250 m; working area length is category is P1 – P2; operating depth is 150 – 180 m.

1.2. Analysis of previous studies

Analysis of the available backfilling methods with the use of modern powered complexes has shown that pneumatic techniques and mechanical techniques are the most popular in the context of the industry (Fahey, Helsinki, & Fourie, 2009; Haibin & Zhenling, 2010; El Mkadm, Aubertin, & Li, 2014). Solving certain engineering problems (i.e. rock pressure control within stopes; mining of coal reserves, left under the protected structures; maintenance-free support of mine workings; and leaving of rock from undercuts in stopes and shortwalls) involve various operation schedules aimed at rock placement within the mined-out area of longwalls with the help of pneumatic facilities, throwers, scraper equipment, and stowage conveyors (Reynolds, 2002; Powell, 2003; Cao, Nemcil, & Aziz, 2010; Fan, Zhang, & Wang, 2014). For instance, paper (Aziz & Jalaifar, 2005) analysis of rock mass mining and loading has shown that if a stope operates according to a one-way schedule (i.e. in two passes of a coal shearer), up to 8% of the broken rock mass or rock turns out to be on the floor; if a shuttle procedure (i.e. one pass of a coal shearer), up to 20% of the broken rock mass or rock turns out to be on the floor; if a shuttle procedure (i.e. one pass of a coal shearer), up to 32% of the broken rock mass or rock turns out to be on the floor. Consequently, in terms of the selected engineering values, equivalent of linear dimensions throughout the height of the rocks being undermined will become 0.73 m for 0.5 m; 0.87 m for 0.6 m; and 1.02 m for 0.7 m before fragmentation and after it respectively. Further, the obtained values will be applied for computational experiment to determine stress-strain state of a geomechanical system of a stope-mine working junction. As for the packs for the mined-out area backfilling, select elasticity modulus $E = 50$ MPa and fragmentation degree $K_p = 1.45$ for the rocks being undermined relying upon the experimental data represented in papers (Shashenko, Gapieiev, & Solodyanykin, 2009; Grigoriev, Tereschuk, & Tokar, 2015; Malkowski, Ostrowski, & Brodny, 2018). Naturally, the taken value cannot be absolute ones since fragmentation degree of rock being undermined depends upon its mechanical strength and coal mining method. In turn, residual deformation characteristics of rock, used for backfilling, are determined basing upon its fragmentation geometry. Thus, the selected parameters of the undermined rocks are both average and typical for the considered coal mining method as well as for mechanical characteristics of rocks in Western Donbas mines.

Consideration of the efficiency of different alternatives for the worked-out area backfilling will involve three variants of rocks being undermined, i.e. 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 m. Rock amount after fragmentation should be calculated for each of the variants. Perform the calculation using the formula:

$$V_p = K_p \cdot V,$$

(1)

where:

- $V_p$ – an amount of the rock being undermined resulting from fragmentation;
- $V$ – an amount of rock being undermined before it was extracted.

Consequently, in terms of the selected engineering values, equivalent of linear dimensions throughout the height of the rocks being undermined will become 0.73 m for 0.5 m; 0.87 m for 0.6 m; and 1.02 m for 0.7 m before fragmentation and after it respectively. Further, the obtained values will be applied for computational experiment to determine stress-strain state of a geomechanical system of a stope-mine working junction. As for the packs for the mined-out area backfilling, select elasticity modulus $E = 500$ MPa, and fragmentation degree $K_p = 1.2$. Use expression (1) again to obtain following equivalent of linear dimensions through the height of the rocks being undermined before fragmentation and after it taking into consideration pneumatic compaction: 0.6 m for 0.5 m; 0.72 m for 0.6 m; and 0.84 m for 0.7 m.

Determine technological parameters of packs in terms of different height values relying upon the obtained data. Following expression is the basis for stage one calculation:

$$V_h = b \cdot h \cdot l,$$

(2)

where:

- $V_h$ – an amount of the mined out area per one pass of a coal shearer;
- $b$ and $l$ – the height of the longwall, and its length respectively;
- $h$ – web width of the coal shearer effector.

If $b = 1$ m, $l = 250$ m, and $h = 0.8$ m, we obtain:

roof, and immediate roof. As for the covering deposits, the prognosticated water inflow is up to 10 $m^3/h$ (it may achieve 25 $m^3/h$ recorded while driving a haulage drift of С42 seam).

2. METHODS

In the context of complete backfilling, take elasticity modulus $E = 50$ MPa and fragmentation degree $K_p = 1.45$ for the rocks being undermined relying upon the experimental data represented in papers (Shashenko, Gapieiev, & Solodyanykin, 2009; Grigoriev, Tereschuk, & Tokar, 2015; Malkowski, Ostrowski, & Brodny, 2018). Naturally, the taken value cannot be absolute ones since fragmentation degree of rock being undermined depends upon its mechanical strength and coal mining method. In turn, residual deformation characteristics of rock, used for backfilling, are determined basing upon its fragmentation geometry. Thus, the selected parameters of the undermined rocks are both average and typical for the considered coal mining method as well as for mechanical characteristics of rocks in Western Donbas mines.

Consideration of the efficiency of different alternatives for the worked-out area backfilling will involve three variants of rocks being undermined, i.e. 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 m. Rock amount after fragmentation should be calculated for each of the variants. Perform the calculation using the formula:

$$V_p = K_p \cdot V,$$

(1)

where:

- $V_p$ – an amount of the rock being undermined resulting from fragmentation;
- $V$ – an amount of rock being undermined before it was extracted.

Consequently, in terms of the selected engineering values, equivalent of linear dimensions throughout the height of the rocks being undermined will become 0.73 m for 0.5 m; 0.87 m for 0.6 m; and 1.02 m for 0.7 m before fragmentation and after it respectively. Further, the obtained values will be applied for computational experiment to determine stress-strain state of a geomechanical system of a stope-mine working junction. As for the packs for the mined-out area backfilling, select elasticity modulus $E = 500$ MPa, and fragmentation degree $K_p = 1.2$. Use expression (1) again to obtain following equivalent of linear dimensions through the height of the rocks being undermined before fragmentation and after it taking into consideration pneumatic compaction: 0.6 m for 0.5 m; 0.72 m for 0.6 m; and 0.84 m for 0.7 m.

Determine technological parameters of packs in terms of different height values relying upon the obtained data. Following expression is the basis for stage one calculation:

$$V_h = b \cdot h \cdot l,$$

(2)

where:

- $V_h$ – an amount of the mined out area per one pass of a coal shearer;
- $b$ and $l$ – the height of the longwall, and its length respectively;
- $h$ – web width of the coal shearer effector.

If $b = 1$ m, $l = 250$ m, and $h = 0.8$ m, we obtain:
If the equivalent dimensions, obtained for rock fragmentation, are applied as \( b \) values, then we obtain volumes which can be used for the mined-out area backfilling.

The following results for complete backfilling values:

\[ V_{0.5} = 146 \text{ m}^3; \]
\[ V_{0.6} = 174 \text{ m}^3; \]
\[ V_{0.7} = 204 \text{ m}^3. \tag{4} \]

Taking into consideration pneumatic compaction, we have the following for packs:

\[ V_{0.5p} = 120 \text{ m}^3; \]
\[ V_{0.6p} = 144 \text{ m}^3; \]
\[ V_{0.7p} = 168 \text{ m}^3. \tag{5} \]

The values, resulted from equation (5) will be applied to determine geometrical characteristics of packs while the mined-out area backfilling. Calculate residual volume of the mined-out area not stowed with packs using the formula:

\[ V_{0.5e} = V_b - V_{0.5p} = 80 \text{ m}^3; \]
\[ V_{0.6e} = V_b - V_{0.6p} = 56 \text{ m}^3; \]
\[ V_{0.7e} = V_b - V_{0.7p} = 32 \text{ m}^3. \tag{6} \]

Taking into consideration the fact that during one pass of a coal shearer, 0.8 m\(^3\) of the mined-out area falls within a running meter, we obtain total length of the nonpacked area within the considered mine working: 100 m for \( V_{0.5e} \) m\(^3\); 70 m for \( V_{0.6e} \); and 40 m for \( V_{0.7e} \). Thereafter, pack width will be 7.5 m for \( V_{0.5e} \) and distance between neighbouring packs will be 5 m; pack width will be 9 m for \( V_{0.6e} \) and distance between neighbouring packs will be 3.5 m; and the width will be 10.5 m for \( V_{0.7e} \) when the distance is 2 m.

Hence, basic technological parameters have been formed determining both limits and feasibility to implement different backfilling methods depending upon mechanical characteristics of rock mass, and a stope-mine working junction plane. The described parameters for a stope backfilling provide possibility to select optimum geometrical characteristics of packs in terms of coal mining method, stope length, and height of rocks being undermined.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Effect of technological parameters of packs and complete backfilling

Deformation processes of a mine working boundary progress due to its roof and floor displacement. That depends upon significant length of a stope along with low height of the mine working. Roof lowering and floor lifting follow the principle of plane-parallel displacements oriented perpendicularly to a gravity axis (Bondarenko, Kovalyev’ska, & Fomychov, 2012; Babets, Sdvizhkova, Larionov, & Tereshchuk, 2017; Lozynskyi, Saik, Petlovanyi, Sai, & Malanchuk, 2018). In such a case, vertical stresses become the prevailing efforts balancing the geomechanical system. The stresses also form effect on other components of stress-strain state of rock mass within areas adjoining a stope and a mine working (Fomichev, Sotskov, & Malykhin, 2014; Fomichev, Sotskov, Pozhegov, & Mamaikin, 2018).

Rapid deformation growth, caused by vertical stresses within a mine working roof, results in a high fracturing rate. Origination of the main cracks prevents from dissipation of the accumulated energy of rock deformation thus factoring into the uncontrolled braking of boundary rock layers (Sotskov & Gusev, 2014; Malanchuk et al., 2019). Consequently, a stope advance results in the increased rock pressure within the area of the powered support location; roof rocks of the mine workings experience their softening which gives rise to its operational performance degradation (Sdvizhkova, Babets, & Smirnov, 2014). Thus, to understand processes, taking place during deformation of boundary of the conjugated mine workings it is necessary to analyze a distribution pattern of vertical stress distribution within rock mass.

Start consideration of volumetric epures of vertical stresses from the comparison of effect of technological parameters of packs within the mined-out area of a stope on the SSS within a mine working wall. Figure 1 represents a stress pattern within cross section of rock mass located at 0.5 m distance from a stope-mine working junction plane. In its central share, a model of the powered support is placed. The model is of a parallelepiped form; its height is a meter and its width is 5.5 meters. The undisturbed rock mass is to the left of the model; a stope with packing or complete backfilling it to the right. Such a location is true for each similar epure below.

**Figure 1. Vertical stresses within a cross section at 0.5 m distance from a stope during packing when height of rocks being undermined is 0.5 m**

Total analysis of epures, represented in Figure 1, demonstrated the following:

- more than 90% of the analytical model in under the effect of compressive stresses which is true for the elastic problem approach corresponding to vertical stress application to upper edge of the model and its lower edge;
- maximum compressive stresses are in front of the stope plane towards the undisturbed rock mass which corresponds to the practices of stress variation measurements under full-scale conditions;
formation of tensile stress areas depends upon the effect of the powered support model upon the adjoining rock layers which is confirmed by actual conditions of its operation;
vertical stresses within the mine working roof are more than stresses within its floor which is supported by stope operation in Western Donbas mines.

Effect of tensile stresses upon the stope is localized within the area adjoining the powered support. As a result, horizontal gradient of vertical stresses within the stope roof is equal to zero.

Hence, packing, applied to provide satisfactory operational characteristics of a mine working-stope junction, helps achieve uniform vertical load distribution on the support and on the protective structures of a mine working which may cut the likelihood of the main fracturing, and decrease dimensions of boundary rock mass softening. On the other hand, changes in the height of rocks being undermined cannot cause changes in the powered support operation mode, and cannot effect stress distribution within the undisturbed rock mass behind the stope face.

Epures in Figure 2 involve a number of characteristics which are not typical for calculations with packing. The key difference of the epure is stress change in the stope roof in the area of rock mass adjoining the powered support model.

Effect of the powered support on the stress distribution within the mine working roof includes 10 – 15 m towards the mined out area; if maximum stresses increase, 21 – 24% growth is observed as for the calculations concerning packs. It means that complete backfilling helps involves greater rock amount into the process of roof stabilization. However, the characteristic is cancelled out completely if vertical stresses increase.

Figure 2. Vertical stresses in a cross section at 0.5 m distance from the mine working in the context of complete backfilling when the height of rock being undermined is 0.5 m

Effect of the powered support on the stress distribution within the mine working roof includes 10 – 15 m towards the mined out area; if maximum stresses increase, 21 – 24% growth is observed as for the calculations concerning packs. It means that complete backfilling helps involves greater rock amount into the process of roof stabilization. However, the characteristic is cancelled out completely if vertical stresses increase.

The findings help conclude the following: in terms of packing and complete backfilling, behaviour of boundary rock mass is described by means of linear regularities, and exponential regularities stipulating increase in the maximum vertical stress difference depending upon the increase in the height of rocks being undermined.

If longwall length is 250 m then rock mass area originates at 120 m distance from a mine working-stope junction. Factors of technogenic impact on the rock mass stress-strain state are minimized to the utmost within the area. Hence, the area is applied to analyze stress distribution taking into consideration three typical axial sections of packs. Stress distribution within roof, represented in Figure 3a, shows that it resists uniformly the displacement to the stope cavity along the full length; the value resistance is 17% less to compare with floor resistance. Stresses are distributed uniformly within the stope floor; stress value variations are 9 – 12% of maximum ones. The pack model takes greater vertical stresses to compare with those taken by surrounding rocks; moreover, the stress distribution is of regular nature as well.

Figure 3. Vertical stresses within central cross section of a stope when the height of rocks being undermined is 0.5 m in terms of: (a) packing; and (b) complete backfilling

Thus, the pack acts as a compensative damper in the process of effort transfer from roof to floor. Minimum vertical stresses within a pack are placed at the beginning over \( L_p = 2.5 \) m from the powered support model edge. \( L_p \) value is the determining parameter to select a stope face advance rate during packing implementation.
In the context of complete backfilling, the disintegrated rock is placed continuously along a stope which results in the natural pack compacting. Formation of packs needs certain interval, determined relying upon mechanical conditions of disintegration, during which the placed rock takes load-bearing characteristics. The characteristics can be formed naturally if only minimum external loads are available which do not provoke dynamic phenomena within the packs being formed. Hence:

\[ v_{sa} = L_p \cdot t_{sp} \, \text{m}^3; \]  

where:

- \( v_{sa} \) – a stope advance rate;
- \( L_p \) – a length of a pack area rejecting rock pressure;
- \( t_{sp} \) – a stabilization period of the pack meter.

The calculations have shown that maximum \( L_p \) value corresponds to 0.6 m height of rocks being undermined, i.e. it is 3.4 m; if the height is 0.7 m, the minimum value is obtained, i.e. 1.2 m. In essence, the parameter has nonlinear characteristic too.

As a result, optimum stope advance rate determination in terms of load-carrying capacity of a pack takes place basing on the results of full-scale experiments. The development of physicomathematical model of the process should involve further research which trend and amount are beyond the range of the subjects being considered.

Comparative analysis of the epures has shown that in both cases, area of high compressive stresses has similar geometric configuration of the gradient value. The stresses, experienced by roof rock, shown in Figure 3a, are 8% less to compare with those in Figure 3b. If complete backfilling is applied, no floor stress variations along the stope cross section are observed.

On the whole, rock mass is loaded uniformly when complete backfilling is used; however, compressive stress concentration is higher within the undisturbed rock mass to compare with packing. Hence, qualitative distinctions as for the stress distribution among epures, represented in Figure 3a and 3b, are as follows:

- in terms of calculation alternative one, local stress distribution within the undisturbed rock mass as well as within the stope floor are 22% less to compare with calculation alternative two;
- stress taking by a material on the pack wall is 18% higher to compare with complete backfilling.

The abovementioned means that dynamic phenomena arise within the packs along the whole length of the stope. High rock pressure effect results in the loose mass compaction; depending upon loading conditions, it may factor into the geomechanical system stabilization or into active progress of the main cracks within the stope immediate roof. Under the conditions, determination of stress-strain state development of the geomechanical system is an individual problem solved using multiparameter system to analyze a state of complex structured enclosing rock mass (Vladkyo, Kononenko, & Khomenko, 2012). The key distinctions are observed from the mined-out area of the stope. Vertical stress gradient decreases within the immediate roof of the mine working, and within its floor. Pack demonstrates minor increase in compressive stresses. Hence, stabilization process of the pack material state depends upon the decreased pressure effect on the backfilling components.

During complete backfilling, two areas of high compressive stresses and high tensile stresses originated around the powered support model. To compare with computational alternatives concerning use of packs, effect of the areas is oriented true vertically involving almost each rock layer of the analytical model. Consequently, the load, taken by the support, increases if alternate stresses are available within the neighbouring rock mass. As for the 0.5 m height of rocks being undermined, increase in vertical stresses achieved 22% and areas of high stresses increased by 35%.

Analysis of vertical stress distribution in the context of packing (Fig. 3a) and in the context of complete backfilling (Fig. 3b) demonstrates similar patterns in the immediate roof of the stope, and in its floor. Thus, backfilling efficiency is comparable for the two variants if the undermined rock height is 0.6 m. However, packing is more preferable technique if high compressive pressure area within the undisturbed rock mass over the powered support model is taken into consideration.

To compare with other computational alternatives, the epures are characterized by the least values of high stress areas in the context of the both types of the backfilling methods. On the whole, the pattern of vertical stress distribution corresponds to the epures; nevertheless, maximum stress values are 12% less as for the calculation one (Fig. 3a) when packing is used, and 6% less when complete backfilling is applied (Fig. 3b). Therefore, if the maximum considered height of rocks being undermined is 0.7 m then within the area, adjoining the powered support model, the geomechanical system has brought to equilibrium in the best way.

In the context of complete backfilling, the area of high compressive stresses for 0.6 and 0.7 m heights of rocks being undermined is similar while differing qualitatively from 0.5 m variant. 1.5 times increase of compressive stresses within immediate roof over the powered support is typical for the calculation alternatives. It means that the increased amount of rocks being undermined during complete backfilling doesn’t factor into changes in the stress-strain state of the rock mass. However, similar stable pressure effect on the powered support takes place in the process of calculations for 0.5 m height of rocks being undermined which means incremental probability of rigid setting of the powered support legs.

The following has been concluded relying upon the analysis of vertical stress epures:

- in the context of the considered mining and geologic conditions, performance of a mine working is better while packing than while complete backfilling;
- packing results in the fact that vertical stresses within the stope roof and floor vary orderly along the stope advance axis, and across it;
- height of rocks being undermined governs the changes in the immediate roof of stope during packing and during complete backfilling but in different ways;
- in the context of packing, vertical stress distribution along a stope face within the undisturbed rock mass is of more uniform nature to compare with complete backfilling; it is 12 – 16% less in terms of absolute values.
3.2. Analysis of stress distribution within rock mass stratification planes along a stope advance

Under the conditions of high structuredness of rock mass, enclosing a stope, horizontal stresses are among the basic factors determining parameters of the controlled roof caving in the process of the stope advance. Changes in the stress values along the stope face, and across it define both shape and time of destructive wave within rock layers, which form a roof of the considered geomechanical system.

Following analysis is a comparison of characteristics of horizontal stresses in the context of different sections of one and the same calculation (Fig. 4a and 4b). Determine the impact of the backfilling methods on the state of the fine-grained rock mass within a roof of a geomechanical system of a stope and a mine working. Vertical plane, oriented in parallel with the stope face and placed over the powered support is common for the epures. Analytical stress alternation from compressive to tensile ones takes place within the plane. Parameters of the plane, its dimensions, and geometrical changes help identify proportions of rock mass being involved in the process of the stope roof deformation.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4. Cross section of horizontal stresses during packing when height of rocks being undermined is 0.5 m: (a) at 0.5 m distance from the mine working; and (b) in the central diametric plane**

Comparison of Figure 4a and 4b helps understand that height of alternative stress plane experience its 27% increase from the mine working edge to the stope central share. Local areas of high compressive stresses and tensile stresses also increase towards the stope central share; the increase is 2 to 53% in absolute values and changes in geometry of the areas achieve 145%. However, only vertical increase is observed.

Relying upon the results, it is possible to conclude that increase in the alternating plane height results in the increase of horizontal stresses within a local roof area of a mine working adjoining the powered support model being indicative of horizontal displacement intensification with distancing from the stope edge. The abovementioned results in the formation of ovoid-like front of progress of the main cracks directed across the stope.

It is seen in Figure 4b that to compare with epures, represented in Figure 4a, increase in horizontal stresses takes place in the undisturbed rock mass, and in the stope floor. Thus, growth of shear deformations occurs since they originate when rocks converge into the stope cavity. If effect of the undisturbed rock mass within walls of mine workings helps decrease horizontal stress level in the neighbourhood of the mine working, the distance is neutralized distance is considerable. Hence, the lesser distance between stress distribution in sections, represented in Figure 4a and 4b is, the more stable the roof of the considered geomechanical system becomes. Relying upon the conclusion, formulate rule one: optimum backfilling conditions are possible if only deviations in the alternating plane are minimal along the whole length of a stope.

Comparative analysis of epures, demonstrated in Figure 5a and 5b, has shown that 12% stress growth within the undisturbed rock mass in front of the stope face results in the increased load on backfilling (i.e. 7%). Hence, the two factors are interconnected for Ukrainian mines; moreover, their connection makes it possible to evaluate firmness of the design bearing capability of protective measures relative to the original rock mass. Thus, we obtain rule two: decrease in horizontal stress difference within the disturbed rock mass in the context of packing or complete backfilling demonstrates growth of load-bearing capacity of a protective structure to compare with other alternatives.

For the calculation option, intensity of horizontal stress changes along a stope face is 1.3 times higher than in terms of packing. Height of alternating stress plane achieves upper boundaries of rock layers of the analytical model meaning the deteriorated conditions of rock layer state under the considered geomechanical system in the context of complete backfilling.

Stresses within a central cross share of a stope immediate roof form a pattern being close to the formation of a vertical section over the powered support legs. Within the central share of the stope, the powered support legs resist loads, increased by 40%, directed towards the mined-out area; i.e. despite complete backfilling, deformation processes intensify within the mine working roof. The processes are aimed at separation of a certain immediate roof share along the stope face. It turns out that stress-strain state of the rock mass is less stable for complete backfilling to compare with packing; however, the state cannot be considered as that corresponding to rock failure criteria with the formation of the main cracks.

Fast growth of horizontal stress value in the neighbourhood of the mine working and in the central share of the stope is observed when complete backfilling is applied and height of rocks being undermined achieves 0.6 m nature of high stress area formation remains invariable; however, the area dimensions increase their 17% increase.
In this context, in the neighbourhood of the mine working, average increase in tensile stresses is 14% and average increase in compression stresses is 9% indicating sharp increment of load on the support, and on protective structures of the mine working which may result in the accelerated process of rock heaving, and arch lowering (Khomenko, Sudakov, Malanchuk, & Malanchuk, 2017). Moreover, height of alternating stress plane remains constants for each calculation alternative. It also means that there are no fundamental changes in the process of formation of areas of ultimate state of rocks within a mine working roof. However, constant growth of horizontal stresses shows that the increased height of rocks being undermined enhances likelihood of roof rock softening right over the powered support section. The dependence is nonlinear and increase of the rocks being undermined results in the decreased growth of maximum stresses.

Since horizontal stresses within the stope roof are of maximum values in the context of complete backfilling, it is required to analyze specific features of their distribution in the immediate roof. In terms of the mining and geological conditions, immediate roof of the stope consists of three rock layers enumerated in the analytical model from one to three starting from the coal seam being mined.

3.3. Comparative analysis of the findings
Assume intersection of a stope face with its central vertical section as the analysis area. Consider separately and comparatively maximum compressive stresses (Fig. 6) and tensile stresses (Fig. 7) arising in certain rock layers.

Figure 6. Changes in the reduced maximum compressive horizontal stresses in terms of rock layers of a stope face in the central share of a mine working in the context of complete backfilling with the varying height of rocks being undermined

Figure 7. Changes in the reduced maximum tensile horizontal stresses vertically on the stope face in the central share of the stope in the context of complete backfilling with the varying height of rocks being undermined

Qualitatively, the graphs, represented in Figure 7, have no significant differences. Maximum stresses for each calculation alternative are experienced by rock layer two; layers one and three take stresses with a wide scatter but differently. The specific feature points to the effect rock deformation characteristics on the stress distribution within the rock mass. Hence, the calculations are adequate.

However, there is a peculiarity in the process of horizontal stress distribution when height of rocks being undermined are 0.6 and 0.7 m. Stress growth is successive in rock layer one and in rock layers two and three maximum values are less for 0.7 m height of rocks being undermined to compare with 0.6 m height. Thus, conditions of equilibrium state of the stope roof model vary. Such a variation of maximum stress values is followed by partial transition of rock layers to their ultimate state, which results in the stope immediate roof softening under the effect of compressive horizontal stresses.
Analysis of tensile stress graphs (Fig. 7) demonstrates a pattern being opposite to compressive stress. Changes in maximum stresses in terms of rock layers of immediate roof when height is 0.5 m differs greatly from options where heights of rocks being undermined are 0.6 and 0.7 m; rock layer one is loaded more and rock layer three is loaded much less. On the whole, the calculation alternative where 0.6 m height of rocks being undermined is involved demonstrates indices of ultimate efficiency of immediate roof of a stope state in the context of complete backfilling. In such a case, effect by compressive stresses predominates over the effect by tensile stresses on the stability of immediate roof of a mine working.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Concentration of horizontal stresses, oriented along a stope face over the powered support within a stope roof is the key factor effecting a mode of progress of the main cracks within a mine working roof in the process of backfilling.

Use of complete backfilling results in the high stress concentration within an immediate roof which means its preferable in the context of high strength indices of enclosing rock mass when heights of the rocks being undermined are less than 0.6 m.

In the context of selective coal mining, height of rocks being undermined determines the optimum parameters of a stope roof irrespective of a fine-grained rock mass in terms of the selected backfilling method.
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ДОСЛІДЖЕННЯ ТЕХНОЛОГІЧНИХ ПАРАМЕТРІВ СПОСОБУ ЧАСТОКОВОГО ЗАКЛЮЧЕННЯ ВИБРОБЛЕННОГО ПРОСТУРО ПРИ ВИКОРИСТАННІ СЕЛЕКТИВНОГО ВИЙМАННЯ ВУГІЛЛЯ

В. Соцков, Н. Деревягіна, Л. Маланчук

Мета. Визначення факторів впливу механічних і геометричних параметрів бутових смуг, що створюються з присічних порід при селективному вийманні вугілля, на стан геомеханічної системи сполучення віймкової та очисної війм шляхом виконання обчислювального експерименту.

Методика. Обчислювальний експеримент проведений при використанні методу січених елементів при моделюванні тривимірної розрахункової області геомеханічної системи. Породний масив представлений 12 шарами порід і вугільним пластом. При проведенні розрахунку сусідні породні шари вільно переміщуються.

Результати. Виконані розрахунки стану геомеханічної системи сполучення очисної та віймкових виробок до зазначеної в тексті.
Наукова новизна. Виявлені закономірності взаємодії покрівлі очисної виробки та елементів закладання визначають оптимальні умови управління покрівлею очисної виробки при селективному вийманні вугілля. Науково доведено, що врахування поздовжніх горизонтальних напружень для визначення оптимальних параметрів закладання дозволяє однозначно визначити тип і геометричні параметри схеми охорони виробленого простору очисної виробки при різних характеристиках міцності й геометричних параметрах порушеного породного масиву.

Практична значимість. Отримані результати дозволили визначити механізм вибору швидкості посування очисного вибою, типу і геометричних параметрів бутових смуг, що споруджуються. Це дозволяє забезпечити мінімізацію втрат на внутрішньою логістикою видобувної дільниці, знизити собівартість очисних робіт і підвищити безпеку гірників очисного вибою.

Ключові слова: породний масив, очисна виробка, напружено-деформований стан, секція кріплення, часткове закладання, бутова смуга

ИССЛЕДОВАНИЕ ТЕХНОЛОГИЧЕСКИХ ПАРАМЕТРОВ СПОСОБА ЧАСТИЧНОЙ ЗАКЛАДКИ ВЫРАБОТАННОГО ПРОСТРАНСТВА ПРИ ИСПОЛЬЗОВАНИИ СЕЛЕКТИВНОЙ ВЫЕМКИ УГЛЯ

В. Соцков, Н. Деревягина, Л. Маланчук

Цель. Определение факторов воздействия механических и геометрических параметров бутовых полос, воздвигаемых из присекаемых пород при селективной выемке угля, на состояние геомеханической системы со- пряженного взаимодействия очистной и выемочной выработок путем выполнения вычислительного эксперимента.

Методика. Вычислительный эксперимент проведен с использованием метода конечных элементов при моделировании трехмерной расчетной области геомеханической системы. Породный массив представлен 12 слоями пород и угольным пластом. При проведении расчета соседние породные слои свободно перемещаются относительно друг друга. Расчет напряжений и деформаций выполнен в полноразмерном блоке 300×160×50 м, который включает в себя нетронутый массив, 1 очистную и 2 подготовительные выработки. Моделирование механических характеристик бутовых полос выполнено при помощи дополнительных аналитических расчетов.

Результаты. Выполненные расчеты состояние геомеханической системы сопряженной очистной и вымоч- ной выработок позволили определить характерные зоны нарушенного породного массива, которые определяют механизм развития обрушения кровли очистной выработки с учетом влияния параметров закладки. Анализ напряженно-деформированного состояния (НДС) геомеханической системы в кровле очистной выработки по выбранным поперечным сечениям позволил определить условия взаимодействия породных слоев, в результате которого происходит опускание кровли на бутовые полосы.

Научная новизна. Выявленные закономерности взаимодействия кровли очистной выработки и элементов закладки определяют оптимальные условия управления кровлей очистной выработки при селективной выемке угля. Научно доказано, что учет продольных горизонтальных напряжений для определения оптимальных параметров закладки позволяет однозначно определить тип и геометрические параметры схемы охраны выработанного пространства очистной выработки при различных прочностных и геометрических параметрах нарушенного породного массива.

Практическая значимость. Полученные результаты позволили определить механизм выбора оптимальной скорости подвигания очистного забоя, типа и геометрических параметров воздвигаемых бутовых полос. Это позволяет обеспечить минимизацию затрат на внутрений логистику добываемого участка, снизить себестоимость очистных работ и повысить безопасность горнорабочих очистного забоя.

Ключевые слова: породный массив, очистная выработка, напряжено-деформированное состояние, секция крепи, частичная закладка, бутовая полоса
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